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Long, Intense or Espresso - Always SENSEO®

Choose your favorite recipe with Intensity Plus

Enjoy great tasting SENSEO® coffee with care for the planet. The intuitive Intensity

Plus slider lets you savor three delicious well-balanced flavors with a flick of a

switch. You can fine-tune a recipe to your taste with the memo function.

Coffee variety for every moment

Intensity Plus for long, intense and espresso recipes

Memo function to fine-tune a recipe to your exact taste

Crema Plus for a finer and more velvety cream layer

Vast variety of SENSEO® coffee blends and flavors

Created with the environment in mind

Less energy consumption and more recycled materials

Direct start makes your coffee when the machine is heated up

Machine tested >10.000 times to ensure consistent quality

More convenience

Intuitive Slider to brew your favorite coffee effortlessly

Adjustable spout to fit your favorite cup or mug

The only coffee pad machine that brews 2 cups at a time

The decalcifying lights reminds you when to descale

Removable drip tray for easy cleaning
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Highlights

Intensity Plus

Choose your favorite coffee effortlessly with

Intensity Plus. Flick the switch to classic

smooth, intense long or rich espresso, and your

next cup of SENSEO® is on the way.

Memo function

Enjoy a flavor which is your own by saving a

recipe finely tuned for ideal intensity and

volume. Savor a cup of SENSEO® brewed just

how you like it, every time.

Reduced environmental impact

Fewer components, less energy consumption

and more recycled materials ensure it is more

environmentally friendly before, during and

after its life with you.

Crema Plus technology

Crema Plus technology produces the finest,

most velvety crema layer for every cup of

SENSEO® coffee.

Adjustable real metal spout

Adjust the spout's position to fit your favorite

cup or mug.

Direct start and shut off

The direct start makes your coffee straight after

the machine has heated up. After making

coffee your SENSEO® machine switches off

automatically for energy saving.

One-button simplicity

This coffee machine is designed to prepare

one or two cups of delicious SENSEO® coffee

with the single press of a button.

Variety of blends and flavors

The vast range of SENSEO® coffee blends

contain distinctive, carefully balanced flavors to

ensure there is always a flavor that matches

your taste.

Tested 10,000 times

Our appliance development is rigorous, testing

with 10,000 cups of coffee to ensure maximum

quality and durability.

1 or 2 cups at the same time

Prepare one or two cups of delicious SENSEO®

coffee in less than a minute.
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Specifications

Technical specifications

Brewing time one cup: 30 * sec

Brewing time two cups: <60 sec

Capacity water tank: 0.9 L

Cord length: 0.8 m

Frequency: 50-60 Hz

Max. cup height: 140 mm

Pump pressure: 1 bar

Voltage: 220-240 V

General specifications

Cups at the same time: 2

Ease of cleaning & maintenance: Descale

indicator, Removable drip-tray

Ease of use and comfort: Removable water

tank, Automatic shut-off, Descaling reminder,

Detachable water tank, Intensity Plus slider,

Memo fuction

Dishwasher safe parts: Drip tray, Podholders,

Water tank

Sustainability

Packaging: >90% recycled materials, 100%

recyclable

Power consumption brewing: 1450 W

Power consumption stand-by: <0.5 W

User manual: 75% recycled paper, 100%

recyclable paper

Energy saving mode: yes, 52%**

Recycled plastic used: 21%***

Weight and dimensions

Dimensions of packaging (WxDxH:

190x385x350 mm

Dimensions of product (WxDxH):

155x310x310 mm

Weight incl. packaging: 2.600 kg

Weight of product: 2.115 kg

Accessories

Included: 1-cup podholder, 2-cup podholder

Design

Color: Deep Black

Country of origin

Made in: Romania

Service

2-year guarantee

* classic long recipe for the 30sec brewing time

* * vs predecessor (HD6563, HD6564, HD6566)

* ** Food Contact Materials (FCM) can not be made from

recycled plastic (EU Reg. 282/2008). Excl. FCM, 21% of

plastic weight is recycled material
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